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Promotional Structures & Framework 
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 Russian Ministry of Communications and Mass Media became the end-

responsible ministry for bringing the digital economy, and AI as part of 

this, to a new level 

 

 The main policy framework for digitalization is the Program “Digital 

Economy of the Russian Federation till 2024”  

 

 In 2014, the National Technology Initiative was launched to stimulate the 

development of 9 Russian high-tech ‘topsectors’, ensuring that Russia will 

be leading producer of such technologies in 2035. Sectors concerned are: 

AutoNet, AeroNet, EnergyNet, FinNet, FoodNet, HealthNet, MariNet, 

NeuroNet, and SafeNet and all include, amongst others, AI technologies. 

 

 FANO, RSF, RFBR, FASIE, Roscosmos, Rosatom, RFH, Academy of 

Science etc.  



AI R&D Up to Now (2007-2018) & Market Forecast 
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 AI is not regulated. First steps taken by the end of 

2018. First policies to be in place by 2020  

 Russian universities produce immense talent pool  

 Hidden gem: the Russian startup potential  

 AI and machine learning market in Russia 

will grow from 50 mEUR in 2017 to 450 

mEUR in 2021 (finance, e-commerce etc.) 

 In 5 years 80 % of all decisions in financial 

domain will be taken by means of AI  

 In 3 years 50 % of the consumer sector will 

make use of bots for consumer services  
 

Source: T-adviser, forum of the biggest IT developers in Russia  

 In the past 11 years in Russia about 4 

600 AI R&D projects were carried out 

About 370 mEUR was allocated for 

R&D in AI in Russia. In comparison, the 

US state budget allocates about 200 

mUSD annually for research in AI 

The total number of researchers 

involved in AI R&D - about 10-15 

thousand people 

Public funding for AI-related projects 

was primarily targeted at the public 

sector, transport, defense and security 

 In comparison with global trends, in 

Russia the private sector is slowly 

picking up on AI and machine learning 

trends and developments, but changes 

are coming… 



AI Talent Pool & Startups 
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 286 universities operate different AI MSc 

programs 

 Russian higher education institutes yearly 

train about 50 000 students in 65 

specialties related to data analysis, 

machine learning, speech and image 

recognition, computer linguistics, and 

similar topics. 

 Over the past five years, more than 200 

000 AI specialists were trained  

In May 2018 Samsung Electronics opened the first 

AI center in Russia, which plans to create joint 

laboratories with leading Russian universities, including 

Skoltech 

 Startups using artificial intelligence 

technologies occupy 16% of the market  

 The largest part of startups are 

specialized in machine vision (33%), 

followed by natural language processing, 

text analysis (14%), chatbots (9%) and 

speech recognition (5%) 

 Least represented in the market are 

recommender systems technology (8%), 

predictive analytics (7%) and robot 

technology (7%) 



AI Infrastructure as part of the overall S&T Infrastructure 
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 Investing intensively into both soft and 
hard infrastructure 

 Establishing Institutes of Development: 
Russian Venture Company, Agency for 
Strategic Initiatives (with special-purpose 
R&D funds)  

 More than 10 government programs on 
nanotechnologies, 5G, photonics etc. 

 About 200 technoparks and business 
incubators  

 100 centers of technology transfer 
 More than 4 special economic zones with 

special tax and customs regime 
 Skolkovo Innovation Center, Innopolis etc.  

Skolkovo Innovation Center 

 aims to establish a scientific and technological 

hub near Moscow, loosely modelled on Silicon 

Valley and the Boston Corridor 

 focus on five designated areas: energy 

efficiency; information technology; 

telecommunications; biotechnology; and nuclear 

technology  

 tax exemptions and tax relief, simplified 

technical and regulatory rules  

 liberalised immigration regime allowing the 

attraction of foreign talent  



Private Sector AI R&D Activity 
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 NTI TechNet (advanced manufacturing technologies), Single digital industry 

space «4.0 RU», Digital Agriculture 

 Industrial Digital Transformation Programs = digital transformation of 

business (Gazpromneft, Sberbank, Rosatom) 

 More than 230 mEUR private R&D investments in developing of AI related 

solutions for last 4 years 

 Active involving in private-public partnership for joint R&D activity on 

industrial AI solutions (digital platforms) 

 Digital Transformation Offices and Internal AI & IoT R&D groups 

 Joint education programs with AI leader-universities 

 Almost all government programs for funding the universities’ applied R&D 

requires industrial co-financing and subsequent implementation 

 Active public sector digital transformation (Healthcare Big Data Platforms, 

Telemedicine, Cybersport etc.) with support of Russian IT developers with 

strong AI competencies 



AI Regulatory Aspects 
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 AI is still a non-regulated technology 

 The aim of the government is not only 

to develop national standards, but to 

also enhance cooperation with foreign 

countries and contribute to the 

development of international standards 

 By June 2020 national standards for 

information security in systems that 

implement cloud, fog, quantum 

technologies, virtual and augmented 

reality systems, and artificial intelligence 

technologies should be in place  



AI R&D Support Strategy 
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 «Quick Wins» and Long-term Strategic Objectives 

 Industrialization Roadmap  

 More Flexible Support & Regulatory Policy 

 Intellectual Property Protection Instruments 

 Big Data Infrastructure: Strengthening of data maintenance/provision, 

Data profile standardization   

 New AI R&D PM tools 

 Educational Platforms: Fostering of Human Resources  

 Start-up Support 

 Promotion of R&D Projects Based on Industry-Academia-Government 

Collaboration etc. 

 Promotion of Understanding Related to Development of AI Technology 



Skoltech AI Experience: R&D Competencies and Team 
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 Center for Computational and Data-Intensive Science and Engineering &    

Center for Hydrocarbon Recovery  -  cross-cutting interdisciplinary research, 

driven by modern applications in the fields of computational and data 

sciences and development of frontier AI industrial solutions 

 More than 25 interdisciplinary research groups 

with unique expertise in Russia and 

competitive at the world level in their 

prospective areas 

 More than 40 collaborative AI R&D projects 
annually for industry, agriculture and 

healthcare 

 IoT Center of Excellence - publicly funded, responding to the technological 

needs of the private sector, business sets the research agenda 
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Analytical Platform based on Machine and Deep Learning 

Geological and Geophysical Data 

Oil Production Data 

Equipment and Process Telemetry 

Data 

Geological and Hydrodynamic Modeling 

Support System for 

Strategic Decisions 

• Flood Control 

• Additional Drilling 

• Correction of Geological and 

Hydrodynamic Models 

• GTE Planning 

• ……. 

Support System for 

Operating Decisions 

• Directional Drilling Management 

• Pump Operating Modes 

Management 

• Prevention of Emergency Situations 

• ……. 

Skoltech AI Experience: Oil & Gas AI Upstream Platform  
(example of public/private sector interaction) 

Public & 

private funding 

Industrial 

knowledge  


